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For this piece of artwork, I had a long process of things going on. The materials that I used to do this artwork is the 
sketchpad application, my phone to take pictures, and the materials inside the pictures. What inspired me to create this 
artwork is the images Ms.Howard presented to us. It was a really easy task, the only hard part was finding things in my 
house that looked like letters. Eventually, I kept looking and thinking outside of the box. I found all my letters. I learned that 
you should always try to think outside the box. Don’t limit yourself to small wonders. From my work, I want people to know 
that it took a lot of time to do.   

Alyssa W.   Team Ujimo
                    



Ann-Christie D.
Team Ujima



.

Rebecca O.
Team Ujima



Tyler G.  Team Ujima



Some of my friends and my parents call me J.A.N it stands Jalen is Amazing and 

naive. So that is why there is 3 letters. 

Jalen J.  Team Ujima



Like mostly school supplies, makeup, and home decor. Well the photo shown to me before the 
assignment was inspirational;  A challenge was to have 8 letters in my name which made it hard 
for me to do this artwork. I learned you can make art out of anything! I want people to know 
this was an exciting and fun activity to do and would suggest it to others.   

Brihanna C.  
Team Ujima



The materials I used for this project are pencils, measuring cup, a water hose, and wood. I also used 
something else but i don’t know what it’s called. The thing that inspired me was this image on google 
because I did not know what to do at first but when i looked similar it gave me a better 
understanding/ideas. The challenges that I faced to make this art was that I didn't find anything that 
looked similar to my name, the way I overcame this challenge was by going outside instead of looking 
around the house and when I found most of the things i needed I started to look around the house again. I 
want other people to know that finding this letter were not easy and that it takes time to do art like 
this.   Gabriella O  Team Ujima



Jahnay, Team Ujima



SketchPad was not working for me. As an alternative, I used Google Drawings. It worked out great. 
Some materials that were used were my saxophone, my phone charger, my Xbox controller, my 
clock, and my Science textbook. This was not at all a challenge for me. Through this project, I learned 
that art comes in many shapes and sizes

Esther O.  Team Ujima .



In this masterpiece, some materials that I used were the site called sketchpad.io and things around my house. 
Something that inspired me to create this piece of work was just the whole idea of photography art and 
using different and unique materials to create artwork. One challenge that I had to overcome when creating 
this was finding the materials that I liked and thought would be the best. Something that I learned from 
creating this was how easy it was to use sketchpad.io. Something that I want people to learn in this artwork 
is my name..                                Paul K Team Ujima



For this art project I used chopsticks, markers, and granola bars. The things that I use/ eat 
everyday inspired me because I use chopsticks and markers on a daily basis and I mostly eat granola 
bars for breakfast. I really had no challenges with this artwork but I wanted to become creative 
with my work like get something from outside but i wasn't able to go outside. I learned that you can 
use anything literally any item into art.  It's really nothing that I want people to know about my work 
because it's pretty self explanatory.          Kai-Brielle  Team Ujima



I used Items I received from the school to create this artwork. What inspired me was that it could 
make it look like any item. At first I was confused because I really did not know what to do and I 
overcame it by actually out the pieces together. I learned that I could do anything with art. I want 
people to learn that they should actually try and not give up so fast.

Armani M. Team Ujma



Kalea E.  Team Ujima



I used my self, pencil, paper, 
and my computer to create 
this beautiful piece of work. I 
was inspired by myself to 
create this artwork. Creating 
this artwork was tricky 
because I don't do art on the 
regular basis. I learned I can 
always over power the 
negative. I am a hard worker.

Abraham W.  
Team Ujima



Shyan B.
Team Ujima





Kai-Brielle S.
Team Ujima

The materials that I used were a sharp colored 
purple pencil since I didn't  have black.  I liked 
shading shapes. I always wanted to learn to shade 
it from a really like color to really dark.  I did have a 
few challenges from doing this artwork.  Those 
challenges were drawing a 3D cube and rectangle. 
Since I’ve been away from school I’ve really 
haven't touched a pencil or really drawn.  Since I 
was a pro at drawing 3D cubes and rectangles I 
was surprised that I lost the ability to do so. Since I 
forgot I watched a tutorial on how to do it. By doing 
this project I learned that shading isn't that hard.  
Sometimes it may seem hard but all you need to 
do is practice.  Because practice makes perfect. 
When people look at my artwork I want them to 
gain the confidence to do the same thing I did.  For 
example the artwork that I have contains shading 
a shape.  I want that person who is struggling to 
shade anything to look at my art work and say “ I 
can do it”.



Drawing does not come easy to me. 

But when I see something interesting 

I try to draw it. This artwork was 

made with just pencils. It took some 

practice and, as you can see, I tried 

my best on this. One challenge I had 

was making the shadows very real. 

The angle was also challenging. I 

overcame this challenge by 

re-watching the video Ms. Howard 

provided. Overall, it came out great.

Esther O.
Team Ujima 



Jalen J.
Team Ujima



I used my pencil and paper. I 
was inspired to learn how to do 
form drawings. It was kind of 
hard trying to do the shadows 
and it still is hard for me to do. 
I learned that you have a lot of 
patience because I had to do 
this over and over again. I want 
people to know that I tried very 
hard and I hope they like it .

Jair B.
Team Ujima

  



For this project, the materials 
that I used were my drawing 
paper and a pencil. What inspired 
me to create this artwork was to 
master how to make shades from 
the light point and other parts of 
an object. A challenge that I had 
was finding where the light was 
going to hit the subject. Yet I 
overcame this issue by using the 
natural light from the window. 
What I learned from this was how 
to make a 2d picture look like a 
3d because of the shading.

Paul K.
Team Ujima



I used my sketchbook and pencil 
to create my drawing. What 
Inspired me to make the drawing 
is that It takes up time. A 
challenge that I had was it didn’t 
look like 3-D at first but I 
looked up a video on youtube. I 
learned that everything that 
looks easy isn't always easy. I 
want people to know that I can 
draw if you put your mind to it.

Jahnay S.
Team Ujima



I used my sketchbook and a 
pencil for this artwork. My 
teacher inspired me to do this 
artwork by making it a grade. :) 
The challenge was getting the 
right angle to make every shape I 
did three dimensions. I learned 
that when I focused on the work 
I actually managed to get the 
work done with flying colors. I 
want people to know that I 
struggled with this work but I 
kept trying and figured out my 
mistakes with due time.

Tyler G.
Team Ujima



Ann-Christie D.    Team Ujima

Jair B.    Team UjimaW



Brihanna C 

Esther O. 



Still Life

Kalea E.   



Alyssa W.  Paul K. 



Kai Brielle
Jahnay S.



Rebecca O.
Team Ujima



Gabriel O.
Team Ujima



Kaitlyn E. 



Jair B, Team Ujima



Micrography Portrait

Anne-Christie D.   Team Ujma



Gabrielle O.

Micrography Self-Portrait

What I used are  words that describe 

me and some guides. What inspired 

me was some of my classmates' 

art… And the most challenging thing 

was drawing all the face features. 

What I learned is that drawing a face 

is really hard. I want people to know 

that even though it's hard you can 

still try and never give up.



Micrography Self-Portrait

Kalea E.  Team Ujima



Micrography Self-Portrait

Kai-Brielle   
Team Ujima



This is Me

I used paper and pencils as my 

materials for this artwork. What 

inspired me to do this artwork was my 

art teacher. The challenge was having 

the motivation to draw out this piece 

of work, I overcame this by sucking it 

up and just started working on it. I 

learned that art pieces are really hard 

to do and can be very annoying but 

nice to look at. I want people to know 

that I had to do this artwork on my 

birthday and it was kinda sad. 

Tyler G.
Team Ulima



Jalen J
Team Ujoma



Richard H.
Team Ujma



Zanayiah M. 
Team Ujima



Rebecca O.
Team Ujima



Me, Myself, and I

I used the website wordart.com as my 

resource. What inspired me to create this 

artwork was the fact that without this piece 

of artwork my grade might go below a 90 

percent. A challenge was to put my picture 

into wordart.com, I overcame this by asking 

my teacher for help. I learned that without 

the help of others I would have not been able 

to finish this artwork. I want people to know 

that it’s okay to ask help from an adult or 

from anyone in general. :)

Tyler G.
Team Ujima



Micrography Portrait 

Personality Traits

I was inspired by myself honestly. The 

challenge was trying to put all the words 

that I had written about my personality 

traits and I finished the work by copying 

and pasting it. I learned that words can 

actually surround your face.I want people 

to know that I worked my hardest  to 

make this artwork

Armani M.   Team Ujima



I used WordArt.com What inspired me to 
create this artwork was me , I pushed myself 
to complete the work specially knowing I don't 
know exactly what to do. What was 
challenging about this artwork was knowing i 
don’t draw nor do art things but i overcame 
that by pushing myself $ doing what i'm 
supposed to do. I learned that everything isn’t 
easy and everything isn’t hard. Try your best 
no matter what happens or happens. I want 
people to know and look at this art work and 
be like I want or NEED this now, I want it to 
be beautiful and cost a lot. 

Abraham W.
Team Ujima



What Shapes Me

This method was a much 
easier way to make word 
art. I loved this method 
because I just had to put the 
words in and the computer 
did its job. I learned that 
there are many different 
and various ways to do one 
thing.

Esther O.  Team Ujima



 “The Word..Again”

The material that I used to create my artwork 

is a website called WordArt.com, What 

inspired me to create this was Ms,Howards 

great example, and the one that I completed 

on paper. A challenge that I faced doing this 

was learning how to manage working the 

website. Eventually, I learned all the functions 

of the app through Ms.Howard and some self 

exploration. From creating this artwork I 

learned to not be afraid of trying new things, 

no matter how scary it looks. Taking risks is 

apart of art and apart of life. I want people to 

know and remember the dedication I put into 

my artwork that I did.

Alyssa W.  Team Ujima



Twitter Bird

I used the word art online 
software to create this 
artwork. I was inspired by 
my name art self portrait to 
do this and I used similar 
words for it. There were no 
challenges when creating this 
piece of art. I learned how to 
rearrange words in a cloud, 
use different fonts, and 
make shapes out of words. I 
think my work is amazing and 
the bird reminds me of the 
Twitter logo :)

Kalea E. 
Team Ujima





LQBTQ+
I used the website WordArt.Com. I was inspired by the LGBTQ+ community.  I saw someone 
on instagram posting flags that belong to different sexualities. And that really inspired me.  
What else inspired me was the lgbtphobia that's around the world.  And I feel like others 
should be about to love who they want to love except for the older people loving very very 
young people because that's pedofillia.  A Lot of people have hate towards trans people 
which is sad because they dont do anything wrong and other sexualites didnt do anyting 
wrong.  So I made this to appreciate the LGBTQ+ community. I really didn't have a challenge 
doing this project except the fact that when I was looking for other sexualities I stumbled 
across some that I’ve never heard before which caused me to go off track..  So that's 
how I learned about a lot of more sexualities while doing this project and it made me more 
curious about what else is out there that I don't know about. I want people to know that my 
work includes a lot of research and I hope that after they see my artwork that they have 
the urge to start educating themselves on more about the LGBTQ+ community like I did.

Kai-Brielle S. Team Ujima



Shyan B.
Team Ujima



Micrography Self-Portrait

Jair B.



Micrography Self-Portrait

Kaitlyn E. Team Ujima



              Richard H.  Team Ujima



Guyana: We born and Grow

I used Paint, Paintbrush, Water, Fan and 
Pencil. My parents are from Guyana and I 
love the country so I decided to put a flag 
on my mask. My challenges was drawing the 
flag so I just drew triangles to get the flag.. I 
learned that the Guyanese flag has all these 
colors. I want people to know that the flag 
of Guyana, known as The Golden Arrowhead, 
has been the national flag of Guyana since 
May 1966 when the country became 
independent from the United Kingdom. It was 
designed by Whitney Smith, an American 
vexillologist. 

Kaitlyn E. Ujima



Skeleton Mask

The materials that I use for my 
project with cardboard, 
newspaper sheds, black paint, 
white paint, grey paint, a flower, 
and plastic jewels. I was 
searching for something easy to 
do. I couldn't find any black 
flowers so I took a pink one and 
painted it black. I learned painting 
is fun. I want people to know 
how cute it is.

Ann-Christie D.  
Team Ujima



The World
The materials that I used were a mask, paint, 
and a pencil to plan out the whole thing. What 
inspired me to create this artwork was just 
scrolling through google images and I saw this 
black and white one so I just tried to put my 
one spin on it. What I learned from creating 
this artwork was that you have to be very 
accurate when painting or you will mess 
upon it. During this project, one challenge 
that I had to overcome was that my sister 
stepped on my mask. I overcame this by 
getting a new one and starting over. 
Something that I want people about my work 
is that it was very fun making it.

Paul K. Team Ujima



Flag and Culture Fusion

I used feathers and paint to create 
my mask. I was inspired by my 
culture and where I came from-St. 
Lucia. My challenge was getting 
the right color blue and I 
overcame it by mixing the blue 
with white to make it lighter. I 
learned that I can do anything 
that I put my mind to. I want 
people to know  I worked my 
hardest on this project.

Armani M. Team Ujima



For the Culture

In this artwork, I used my favorite 
color, blue, as the base. On top, I put 
different colors that would match 
with it. Secondly, I learned that it 
takes patience to do this type of 
artwork. You need to paint some time 
dry to continue. Additionally, a 
challenge I had was figuring out how 
to design the mask. It did not turn out 
bad, after all. I am proud of my 
work.

Esther O.  Team Ujima



Mask of Colors

The materials I used were 
paints and paint brushes. My 
first mask ripped and I had to 
make my own. That was a 
challenge. I learned that you 
could make a mask from 
anything, I want people to know 
that colors can fix anything.

Jahnay S.
Team Ujima



The Purple Chicken.

I called it that because it looks like a Chicken 
Mask, except it has a purple bottom to it. We 
were told to make masks, however, I didn’t 
receive one from Ms.Howard, nor a paintbrush! 
This was especially a challenge for me because I 
had to think outside of the box. Using a water 
bottle, acrylic paint, pipe cleaners, cotton balls, 
and my finger to paint, I made a kind of abstract 
mask. Creating this artwork made me realize that 
things won’t always go your way. Sometimes you 
have to live life to the fullest and take risks. 
Though I had a lot of challenges, I still persevere 
and made one of the most precious pieces of 
art. I will always have this piece with me to 
remember all the funny times I had.

Alyssa W. Team Ujima



The materials that I used were a lot of paint brushes, thin 

sharpie, tape and acrylic paint.  I really didn't have any 

inspiration at first.  I was supposed to do ombre colors like 

pink blue purple but it didn't work out.  So I said “why not do 

blue into black”  I did that.  One night I was on youtube and I 

was watching BTS’ music video N.O.  And the people who 

were controlling BTS had like a white face with a red or 

white stripe on their eyes and I wanted to try it and I did. It 

wasn’t straight like I wanted it so I tried to fix it a little which 

worked a little bit.  Another challenge that I had was drawing 

the lightning in the eye because I wanted it to look well but I 

really didn’t have that good of paint brushed so I just tried 

my best. I learned that I just need to do my best and try to 

be very creative even though I don't like it others probably 

will like it. Art work really does not need to be perfect all 

time.  I want people to know that I worked very hard on this 

project and I hope they really like it. 

Kai-Brielle S. Team Ujima



A Rainbow Adventure 

I used paint and the mask I was 
given to create this mask. I was 
inspired by the rainbow that 
comes after the rain. A challenge 
I had was going the polka dots 
with paint because it took a lot 
of time and precision. I learned 
how to paint and create 
different colors with paint while 
making this.

.Kalea E.
Team Ujima



I used a mask form, paint, and rice 

grains to create this mask. One thing 

that inspired me was the The United 

States Of America flag. One of 

challenges was not having the right 

things that I needed to create the 

mass such as a paintbrush.. It still 

was a challenge but it's not really 

what I wanted. I learned That you 

have take you time and have 

patience. I want people to know that 

I tried my best and It was not the full 

outcome that I wanted. 

Jair B. Team Ujima



 Blue Horned Demon

I used paint and beads on my mask. The purple 

devil emoji was my inspiration to make this but 

I used different colors. I had trouble drawing 

with a straight line with paint. I learned that 

artwork is never complete. 



Rebecca O.
Team Ujima 



Shayn B.
Team Ujima



The Penguin Behind The Mask
I used my sketchbook, a normal pencil, and 
some colored pencils. When I accidentally 
threw away my original mask it inspired me 
to just draw my mask out instead. My 
challenge was not giving up on the mask 
but I managed to remember that when I do 
this I could get a good grade. I learned that 
envisioning things is a lot easier than 
drawing it on paper. I want people to know 
that it’s easy not to like the work you do 
but all u have to know is that if it's good 
enough for a grade then you should love it.

Tyler C.
Team Ujima



The Tower of Cycle
It is a more simple piece of work, 
as I didn’t have many materials to 
work with. One thing that inspired 
me to create this artwork was 
actually another students work on 
this. I saw a video of somebody 
staking their items and it looked 
really cool. Like I said, I didn't have 
many materials to work with so I 
did my best to put something 
together. I learned that anything 
can be art, no matter the simplicity 
and I want people to know that art 
can be anything.

Alyssa W.
Team Ujima



Abstract-ing
For this project, we did a tope of artwork that 
consisted of recycled materials used to make a 
3D Sculpture. Some of the materials were pipe 
cleaner, wires, bottle caps, beads, and the 
cardboard box that it is standing on. It wasn’t really 
a hard thing to complete. It felt like something that 
was completely spontaneous, and came with no 
real challenges. This piece was definitely one of 
the easier ones I have created and has made me 
realize to not worry so much about what you do 
with art. The creativity and the craziness is all 
apart of the process. There are no rules to it, 
just do what you think is best. My artwork 
reflects my personality, and I want others to see 
that with this piece.

Alyssa W.         
Team Ujima



Holding Up The World 

I used some recycled materials such as 
these juice boxes and I used some wood 
and some really good books. What inspired 
me to do this was my teacher Ms. Howard 
said I did a really good job on another 
assignment and told me I could do this one 
too if I’d liked. The challenge was making 
sure that the one piece of wood was a 
good enough foundation. Luckily it was so I 
didn’t have too much issue with it staying up 
right or breaking under the weight. I 
learned that doing these little artworks 
where I create new things out of already 
built things are really fun. I want people to 
know that all you have to do is recycle 
some of the things we use and earth would 
be a lot more healthy because of that. :)

Tyler G.





FRONTBACK

Kai-Brielle S. 
Team Ujima 

The Recycled Sculpture

The materials that I used were cereal boxes, plastic, 
basically junk and items that people will throw away once 
they're done using it.  Also a hot glue gun. Nothing really 
inspired me to do this art project.  I just went with the 
flow and made it look good. During this project some 
people might have faced challenges but I didn't.  I’ve 
been building towers all my life with legos, cups and 
random items in my house so doing these projects wasnt 
that challenging. I learned that people really waste a lot 
of items in their house.  Some items can be turned into 
artwork like mine or you can just recycle it instead of 
throwing it away for more trash to build up upon itself. 
From others looking at my artwork i want them to know 
that trash can be turned into pieces of art.



Armani M. 



Black Excellence 
I used many different magazines/articles 
and glue. I was inspired to create this 
work by magazine collages I have seen 
before. A challenge I had was finding 
pictures from the magazines. I also had a 
hard time putting the pictures where 
they belonged because the space where 
they had to go, I had a hard time finding. I 
learned patience and how to make a 
collage from this. I think others should 
know that they should take their time 
when creating and that art is not an easy 
task.

Kalea E.
Team Ujima



Imposter

What I used for this project was A 
shoe box and bottle caps. What 
inspired me to create this was the 
game Among Us. I have not faced 
any challenges except for the 
Bubble letter for G. I learn that if 
you actually try and focus on what 
you are doing it will turn out well 
in the end. I want people to know 
that it doesn’t matter if you're bad” 
at art you can still try your best.

Gabrielle O. 
Team Ujima



Among Us

I used the app wordart.com to 
create this. I was inspired by the 
game Among Us. The challenge was 
Trying to upload the picture and I 
overcame it by downloading and 
copying and pasting the picture. I 
learned that Word Art can do a lot 
for you when it comes to creating 
artwork with words. I want people 
to know that I am addicted to this 
game.

Armani D
Team Ujima



Paper Bouquet

The materials I used are paper and a crystal or 
diamond earring.  What inspired me to create the 
bouquet was the fact that I didn't have anything else 
to braid it with but paper and I decided that when I 
was making a fan I just tied the fan together and 
turned it into a bouquet.  One challenge was 
discovering how I was going to put it together but I 
overcame it by just tying it up with the diamond 
eating and I think it makes him look more like a 
bouquet now.  I've learned that you can make 
anything out of ours even if it's just measly little 
paper fans like this.  What I want people to know if I 
might work is that I spent a long time on it and that I 
think it's really good. 

Ann Christie D.
Team Ujima



The Work Of A LifeTime

I was inspired to create this because it 
was in my drawing book. I just used 
paper, pencil and glue and other things to 
decorate it to make it look nice. There 
was no challenge that I had to overcome 
in the process of making this.  I learned 
that drawing really isn’t that hard when 
you have a set goal and plan on what you 
want to draw.  I want people to know 
that I made this because I enjoy playing 
video games.

Jalen J.
Team Ujima



Sun meets the Sea

The materials that I used were oil 
pastels, my fingers and a piece of 
paper.  I didn’t get inspiration from 
anything or anyone. It just came to my 
mind that I should do it.  Doing this 
project was very fun to do so I didn't 
have any complications or challenges 
while doing this. I learned that I can be 
very creative at the right times because 
if it's at the wrong time then the 
artwork wouldnt turn out as well as I 
want it to.  But when I did this artwork 
it was at the right time so It turned out 
very pretty and very nice like the way I 
wanted it to.  I want people to know that 
I am very proud of what I did and what I 
made on this piece of paper. 

 
Kai-Brielle S.
Team Ujima



Infinity
The materials that I used were white paint, purple paint, a canvas, 
paint brushes, a stencil and a paper plate.  This artwork I kind of 
made for my dad.  I was going to give it to him for his birthday when 
he drops off my presents and since I never really gave hima anything 
for his birthday I wanted to start this year to show my appreciation 
and love to him. I didn't have any inspiration but since this was for my 
dad I somehow came up with the infinity sign.  Which means many 
things in my art work like “he will forever be my dad” or “I will always 
love him” stuff like that. I had many challenges while doing this project.  
Once is the stencil.  The stencil that I used wasn't like holding down to 
the canvas and it was like air holes in them and the paint went 
through it. Two I was trying to do like an ombre purple type of thing 
to match and it turned out really well but I got black paint one the 
white part so I painted over it now so it really doesn't look ombre. I 
learned that sometimes art can be frustrating and hard but you just 
need to sometimes take breaks in between doing it because art work 
takes time especially if you want the outcome to be perfect. I want 
people to know that they have to believe in themselves and try.  Not 
everything can turn out the way you want it to be, others might like 
the outcome and they might find it interesting. 

 
Kai-Brielle S.
Team Imani



The Stack of 
Knowledge and Fun

I used some of my new books that I 
got for my birthday, my sketchbook, 
and some wine glasses. What inspired 
me was the fact that Ms. Howard 
recommended a unique book stack 
from a website she showed me, and 
that gave me an idea. The challenge 
was the fact of making my books 
balance without them falling off the 
glasses. I learned that my books have 
a really nice color scheme for taking 
pictures with. I want people to know 
that Ms. Howard is a really nice 
teacher. :) Tyler G.

Team Imani



The Moon

The materials I used are paint 
and a canvas. The things that 
inspired me was a youtube 
video because I couldn't find 
anything to draw. I learned that 
it is very hard to blend the 
colors together for it to 
match…. I want people to know 
that I tried. 

Gabrielle O.
Team Imani



Black Excellence
For this piece of artwork I call it ¨Black 
Excellence.¨ I wanted to make it for a tribute 
to the beautiful black women in our world, 
and show their true powers. I used one of 
the fine pieces of paper Ms. Howard gave 
me, some markers, oil-pastels, and acrylic 
paints to make this artwork. I still didn't have 
a paintbrush at this time so I used my finger 
to paint. It got a little messy at some points, 
however, I cleaned up and kept on trying. I 
learned that it doesn’t matter the 
circumstances, you can always create art. I 
want people to know that all women are 
beautiful no matter their skin tone.

Alyssa W.
Team Imani



BLM Pride

I used cardboard, paint 
and Sharpie marker. 
Everything that's happening 
in America is what inspired 
me. The challenge was 
trying to cut out the “M” 
and I overcame it by just 
making it smaller. I want 
people to know that this is 
currently what's going on 
in America

Armani M.
Team Ujima



Black Lives (Still) Matter

I was mainly inspired by the social 
unrest caused by the police 
brutality around the country. I used 
Sketchpad.io to create this. It was 
pretty easy to make because I had 
already envisioned what I wanted 
to make. I hope this piece brings 
inspiration to everyone who comes 
across this.

Esther O. 
Team Ujima


